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1. SCENE
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2. FUCKING ALWAYS SUNDAY

morning
adorn
broken
been
yellow
no
wet
where
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may or
may not
light
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shit
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3. SONG

I
know
God
not sky
or grass
red
leaf
gas or
liquid
star
solid
fire
air
deity
water
felicities
nothing
ain’t nothing
blue
rose
true
more
is more
& more

-Michael Schiavo Beautiful School (2009)
for Sophie Wingland
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3. Song

\[ \text{I know I know God not sky} \]

\[ \text{or grass red leaf gas or or liquid star} \]

\[ \text{solid fire fire fire air deity water} \]

\[ \text{felicitates nothing nothing ain't nothing} \]

\[ \text{blue rose true more more is more and} \]

\[ \text{more goes and go say don't suppose} \]